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OBSERVING THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SACRED ARCHITECTURAL SPACES AND SPACES OF NATURE

Can we understand more about the culture of a city through the way people value and design 
around or with nature? What stories do their natural environments tell?

I’ve found that designed spaces of nature, such as gardens and public parks may often be 
designed with similar intentions to the significant architectural monuments of a city, for example 
to demonstrate tradition or signify power. These spaces may also evolve in meaning alongside 
buildings and maintain an image of sacredness. 

Greece and Italy are two countries within the Mediterranean, a significant site behind the 
origins of western civilization. The influence of the Greco-Roman world is responsible for 
much of modern society and I was interested in observing moments of intersection between 
architecture and nature, and notably sacred spaces.

 “… the glory that was Greece, the grandeur that was Rome!” – Edgar Allan Poe 

Humans naturally became interested in designing nature possibly as a means to further symbolize 
their values within the environment that surrounds them.
Greek architecture often feels like an extension of nature. The theatres, which were typically 
built on slopes, felt as though they were growing out of the ground. Nature was also often 
important to serve as a backdrop or highlighted view.  It’s imagery also appeared in the detailing 
of their structures. Their architectural relationship with nature felt harmonious. 

Rome became a more dominating force in the world after adapting on influences from the 
Greeks. Many green spaces in Italy displayed man’s intervention on nature, through gardens that 
feel symbolic, which the Romans had began a tradition of as their power grew and their designs 
often aimed for grandeur. Topiary is a landscaping technique which originated in ancient rome 
and is found throughout many gardens in both Rome and Florence. This style seems to signify a 
more intervening approach to design, which could reflect careful and regimented culture.

I’ve observed the impact of considering nature and natural elements in architectural design. 
Design that frames certain views or utilizes the natural envrionment as a design tool makes 
room for experiencing moments that encourage an appreciation for the world around you and 
it’s beauty. One of the many reasons greek and italian architecture is seen as sacred includes 
the relationships to spirituality they reflect, which is supported through the value of nature. 

In additon to nature I also spent time observing the culture of these locations through their 
architecture, art and public spaces. 





















































































































This trip expanded my understanding of different cultures and new environments and allowed 
me to experience spaces significant to the role of architecture in shaping human civilization. 

Thank you very much for the opportunity!


